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Assessing human-machine teams must involve more than 

outcome-based testing

This brief’s framework extends past mission accomplishment 
metrics to include metrics for evaluating suitability and 
effectiveness

The framework:

• Identifies concepts critical to effective teaming

• Emphasizes the importance of interaction – an element that is 
not analyzed currently

• Provides a structure for identifying and selecting appropriate 
measures to evaluate team effectiveness

This framework allows us to understand whether a team is 

effective in general, not just effective during the observed task.
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The DoD is investing in human-machine teaming systems 

and concepts

Bruemmer, Marble, & Dudenhoeffer, 2002; Laird, Ranganath, & Gershman, 2019; Pellerin, 2015 

Our experience is with human teams and humans using 

tools. Human-machine teams are different.
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Team interaction adds a new degree of unpredictability 

that requires new approaches

Human Machine

Team

Test and evaluation (T&E) measures of the agents 

and the team should be mission relevant, 

quantitative, and (if possible) objective

Damacharla et al., 2018 

In a teaming context, measuring the machine and the 

operator alone is insufficient; interaction between the 

human and machine increases the problem space 
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Currently, measuring humans using tools characterizes 

performance well

Tool

Teammate

Pursue the same goal 

Affect the current state

Coordinate action 

Bruemmer, Marble, & Dudenhoeffer, 2002; Laird, Ranganath, & Gershman, 2019; Pellerin, 2015 
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Teammates, working in parallel or synergy with one another, 

need to have more information to characterize performance

Tool

Teammate

Pursue the same goal 

Affect the current state

Coordinate action 

Measure individually and measure the team

Bruemmer, Marble, & Dudenhoeffer, 2002; Laird, Ranganath, & Gershman, 2019; Pellerin, 2015 
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Machines used as tools:

Handle inputs, not goals

Require direct instruction for action

Only complete assigned functions

Human and machine collaboration must meet all three 

conditions to be considered teams

Machines as teammates:

Pursue the same goal 

Affect the current state

Coordinate action 
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Conflict ZoneHuman
Execute Search 

& Rescue

Conflict Zone
Execute Search 

& Rescue

Conflict Zone 

Section 1
Human

Execute Search 

& Rescue

Conflict Zone 

Section 2
Execute Search 

& RescueMachine

Machine

Human Machine
Conflict Zone

Execute Search 

& Rescue

Not 

Teams

Human-

Machine 

Team

Humans and machines can support missions in different 

ways, but human-machine teams are special cases
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You cannot predict team performance from your 

knowledge of the individual team agents

Human Machine

Team

Bruemmer, Marble, & Dudenhoeffer, 2002; Laird, Ranganath, & Gershman, 2019; Pellerin, 2015 
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The team interaction is the new, complicating factor

For further discussion, see Laird, Ranganath, & Gershman, 2019. 

Agents’ world or mental models 

may be opaque

Machines may direct 

communications within the team

Machines may self task or 

(implicitly) task the human
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Testing mission outcomes alone will not capture team 

features such as potential vulnerabilities 

Bruemmer, Marble, & Dudenhoeffer, 2002; Laird, Ranganath, & Gershman, 2019; Pellerin, 2015 
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RS47: Rescuing disaster victims

Location information; 

status report

Attending to victimsLocating victims

and transporting victims Status report; 

transport request

Human-machine teams require a new focus on the team as 

the unit of analysis
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Capability

Team abilities and capacities that are relevant to a particular application 

environment and the specific applications (i.e., missions) the team must perform

Interaction

How team members engage in coordination, cooperation, and 

efficient goal pursuit during execution

Performance

Assessment of decisions, results, and subsequent effects 

generated by or attributable to team action

The team interaction is a new, critical factor

Interaction and performance definitions from APA Dictionary of Psychology, 2007
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Capability

MEANS: Abilities of the team to get closer to the goal state.

What the team can do coming into T&E.

Interaction

HOW: Engagement processes between members, with the environment 

and the mission. Things that change during T&E.

Performance

ENDS: Outcomes that characterize mission accomplishment.

Large amount of MOEs, MOSs, etc.

These concepts reflect Joint Force Command doctrine  

describing HOW you use MEANS to achieve ENDS 

Acronyms: MOE – Measure of Effectiveness; MOS – Measure of Success; T&E – Test and Evaluation
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Capability

Communication structure
Structure-based 

interaction
Architecture

Interaction

Team perspective Cooperative behavior Workload

Performance

Collective decision making Collective task performance

The concepts we care about at the team level relate to the 

team interactions and outcomes
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Communication  

Structure

Structure-Based 

Interaction
Architecture

Team capabilities determine what is 

possible for the team

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Joint 

mission 

knowledge

Role clarity

and adaptability
Hierarchical 

relationships
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Team Perspective Cooperative Behavior Team Resource Allocation

Team interaction captures how the team 

works and cooperates during the mission

Team 

situational awareness

Team 

cohesion
Joint attention 

allocation
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Collective 

Decision Making

Collective 

Task Performance

Team performance measures capture 

mission outcomes 

Decision-making optimality Timeliness
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Communication  

Framework

Structure-Based 

Interaction
Architecture

Information flow Influence Hierarchical relationships

Joint world model Role clarity Uni- and bi-directional relationships

Joint mission knowledge Role adaptability Learning patterns

Team Perspective Cooperative Behavior Team Resource Allocation

Situational awareness Cohesion Joint attention allocation

Information accuracy Intervention Workload transfer

Team trust Endurance

Agency shifting

Collective 

Decision Making

Collective 

Task Performance

Optimality Risk level Task success/failure Timeliness

Robustness Planning recognition Efficiency

Team measures can be assessed only with 

two or more agents’ active involvement
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Individual actions cannot account for an entire team’s 

performance, but they might still affect mission outcomes

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Capability

Training and

experience

Psychological 

traits

Physical 

abilities

Cognition 

structures 

and

algorithms

Cognition 

software 

and hardware 

Standard 

platform

Worldview

Judgment 

and attitudes

Cognitive 

allocation
Effort Perspective

Resource 

allocation

Resource 

use

Performance

Decision making Task performance Decision making Task performance

Human Machine
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Human capabilities might be the underlying cause of 

failures in teaming

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Training and Experience Psychological Traits Physical Abilities

Mission knowledge Intelligence Physical fitness
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Human judgment, attention, and effort might be the 

critical areas underlying interaction failures 

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Judgments and Attitudes Cognitive Allocation Effort

Situational awareness Resource availability 

(workload, fatigue)
Attention allocation
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Human performance might be subpar without 

damaging team outcomes 

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Decision Making Task Performance

Decision-making optimality Timeliness
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Human capabilities, judgments, and behaviors affect 

interaction with the machine and the mission

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Training and Experience Psychological Traits Physical Abilities

Mental model
Decisiveness and 

impulsiveness
Physical fitness

Mission knowledge Flexibility Sensors (organs/equipment)

Teammate knowledge 

and experience

Intelligence

Judgments and Attitudes Cognitive Allocation Effort

Situational awareness Working memory
Resource availability 

(workload, fatigue)

Trust Attention allocation Usability

Other dependability 

monitoring

Decision Making Task Performance

Optimality Robustness Error rates Timeliness

Risk level Reliance Other performance
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Machine capabilities might be the underlying cause 

of failures in teaming

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Cognition Structures 

and Algorithms

Cognition Software 

and Hardware
Standard Platform

SensorsOperating systemMission knowledge
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Machine perspective, resource allocation, and 

resource use critically impact team outcomes

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Perspective Resource Allocation Resource Use

Process/threat 

monitoring

Situational awareness Processing
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Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Decision Making/Action Task Performance

Machine performance might be subpar even if the 

team successfully completes the mission

Decision-making optimality Timeliness
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Machine capabilities, awareness, and actions affect 

interaction with the human and the mission

Note: Term definitions and relevant references are in backup slides. 

Cognition Structures 

and Algorithms

Cognition Software 

and Hardware
Standard Platform

World model Prioritization
Structural and

mechanical elements

Mission knowledge Algorithm flexibility Sensors

Teammate knowledge 

and experience

Operating system Computer and peripherals

Integration hardware

Perspective Resource Allocation Resource Use

Situational awareness Activity execution Platform operating margin

Process/threat monitoring Processing

Other dependability 

monitoring

Decision Making/Action Task Performance

Optimality Robustness Error rates

Risk level Reliance Timeliness

Other performance
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By focusing on the team, this framework provides a guide for 

comprehensively evaluating human-machine teams

• Outlined critical approach for assessing effective teaming

• Emphasized the importance of interaction – focused on the
team as the unit of analysis

• Provided a structure for identifying and selecting appropriate
measures to evaluate team effectiveness

This framework allows us to understand whether a team is 

effective in general, not just effective during the observed task.




